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EcoClub, an Intro
We are entrepreneurs, engineers, sports fanatics, care about our 
planet, charitable, community minded and did we mention sports 
fanatics!

So, EcoClub is a combination of a business, hobby, passion and 
our vision for the future of generations.

Whilst we are focused on sports lighting, we also provide renewable 
energy systems using solar, wind and batteries to help power your 
lights, that's a win win for sustainability.

We are focused on class leading products & smart techs, 
delivered and installed right first time, on time.

4Sport

Saving Cash & Carbon 
10 years and 150,000 LED lights installed with three  
National Awards is testament to our lighting, project 
management and sustainability expertise.

We have saved our customers more than £9 million in 
cash to date and countless tonnes of carbon emissions.
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The most efficient quality LED lighting and advanced control system at your finger tips, 
with a booking scheduler to help you significantly cut electricity costs and save carbon. 
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DARK LICHT
We are the exclusive UK and Irish agent for the Dutch DCbright range of DARK LICHT 
sports floodlights.  More than 400 pitches benefit from Dark Licht with a phone/PC app to 
dim, light 1/2, 1/3 or 1/4 pitch and to schedule lights on/off to save cash & carbon.
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Patented Glare Free Adjustable Light Cut-Off
A modular parabolic optical reflector is at the heart of the patented design. Each 
square reflector can be aligned in different directions inside the floodlight with 
variable tilts to change the distributed light pattern.  

As an example, the 600 watt floodlight has 8nr reflector modules, all adjustable, so this 
provides a multitude of light patterns so you get the light where its needed on the pitch - 
that's smart!

The LED light sources are recessed into the reflector, so they are not directly 
viewable past the cut-off angle.  This modular parabolic reflector design means:

 More of the light on the pitch = energy saving
 Optimum glare control for players and spectators
 Sharp cut-off with less light spill annoying your neighbours
 Reduced impact on the local ecology
 Minimal dark sky pollution
 Compliance with strict planning requirements

Patented Design | Modular Build | Precise Optics  | Adjustable Aiming



180 VAC to 480 VAC| IP67 Protection | IK08 Impact Rating | CE Marked



Phone App Control | Modular System  | Global | >400 Pitches Installed



Example Projects

SOCCER| RUGBY | HOCKEY | TENNIS | BOWLS  | ATHLETICS



www.ecoclub.uk

0800 3897361

info@ecoclub.uk
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EcoClub, Saving Cash & Carbon

EcoClub:  Established Year 2000, Working Across the UK & Ireland




